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Leadership in Colour Summit: 24th May 2023 

Evaluation and Next Steps 

 

“Racism is a powerful evil that walks amongst us. If we don’t see it or recognises it, then 

we can all succumb to its evil.”  

Jacquie Burke, DCS Hackney 

 

“The reason Haringey were able to change a culture that was stuck? It started from the 

back. Leadership comes from the boots in the boroughs.”  

Beverley Hendricks, AD Safeguarding & Social Care Haringey 

 

"If you create a system based on othering people, it doesn’t matter who is leading that 

system. Put your currency on the talent you see around the room.”  

Teresa Hills, Head of Service Merton 

 

Overview 

The Leadership in Colour Summit brought together the London Children's workforce to discuss and 

tackle issues of racism and disproportionality.    The day was powerful, inspiring and productive, with 

a deep dive into themes of workforce, youth justice and early years.   

The day was also an opportunity for the London Children's workforce to come together as colleagues 

and friends.   The warmth and joy this brought were evident; for many this was a chance to connect 

again after the restrictions of the Covid-19 pandemic.    

The day looked to tackle the 'so what' question and we will use the work of delegates to inform 

proposals for the 23/24 Leadership in Colour work programme. 
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Keynote Speakers 

We heard some wonderful keynote speeches, which included:  

A welcome from Jacquie Burke and Bev Hendricks, the ALDCS strategic leads of Leadership in Colour, 

who talked about their experiences as leaders and their determination to see change. This included 

the impact and response to Child Q’s strip-search in Hackney and listening and the culture of 

Haringey’s workforce, which drew strong praise from Ofsted.  Jacquie and Bev asked the event to 

embrace the ‘it starts with us’ principle, inviting everyone to look at themselves and their 

role/contribution as the starting point for tackling racism and disproportionality.  Delegates were 

invited to write an ‘I will’ pledge during the day.    

Nigel Chapman shared the findings of the Big Listen survey of the children’s workforce highlighting 

different experiences by race and explaining how these are being incorporated into ALDCS workforce 

strategy.  We heard deeply moving personal accounts from the children’s workforce, which shone a 

light on the lived experiences of staff and the impact of racism.   

Teresa Hills made a series of practical asks of Children’s Leaders (Appendix 1) and Stuart Love gave 

both a personal account of his leadership journey and an uncompromising assessment about the role 

and responsibilities of Local Authorities.  

Rose Durban introduced her paper Just Fair, with its six ‘if only’ conversations to support leaders in 

improving safety for black children and preventing their entry to the youth justice system.  This 

concept of working before, alongside and after the youth justice system is echoed by an 2019 HMIP 

thematic report and links the youth justice experience back to the early years one.   

Kiran Hayer from Hammersmith and Fulham and Alison Sabaroche from Westminster (both LA’s have 

drawn praise for their youth justice approaches), gave examples of applying these principles in 

practice, including in their assessment approaches and partner relationships.  

Abi Miranda and Claudia Cousins from Anna Freud talked about Early Years referral pathways through 

the lens of race and the subsequent impact on life course.  They discussed developing anti-racist 

approaches in family hubs and the importance of understanding the intersectionality of race with 

other factors.    

Donna Thomas rooted this in Hackney’s journey, explaining the challenges and successes of their work 

in the Early Years and Education sector.   This has included the positioning of a CAMHS link worker in 

every school and the development of four children’s centres into family hubs rooted in anti-racist 

practice.  

Across all the keynote speakers, certain common themes emerged.   

• One was the interconnectivity of the system – workforce, youth justice, and early years are 

connected parts of a whole system that manifests itself across child’s life journey.     
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• A second was the vital role that both data and stories play, the first providing the evidence 

base around issue and impact that is so essential, and the second humanising the experience 

and allowing us to fully understand its impact on people.  

 

Workshops 

Workshops looked at the thematic areas and asked delegates to identify priority areas for change, 

how progress could be measured, and what immediate actions were required.   These outputs are 

summarised as follows:  
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Evaluation of the Summit 

175 people attended the Leadership in Colour Summit, of which 60 people completed evaluations of 

the day.  Key points to note include:  

Overall Rating 

There were very high satisfaction levels with the day:  

• 60% of respondents scored the Summit overall at 5/5 

• 35% of respondents scored the Summit overall at 4/5 

• 95% of respondents scored the Summit overall at either a 4 or 5/5 

 

What did you find most valuable? 

A wide range, with the following themes being reflected by multiple respondents: 

1. Networking and coming together.  

• “Being with colleagues from across London”.  

• “Directors coming to engage with us – we need them on this change journey”.  

• “Gaining an understanding of what other LA's are doing”. 

2. Keynote speeches 

 

• “The keynote speakers - especially Teresa Hills and her key messages to systems leaders. 

Teresa inspired me to be brave to seek change from my leaders” 

• “The speeches from so many different professionals across different LAs as well as Anna 

Freud. It was really interesting to learn about what is being put in place as well as the 

progress that has been made in tackling racial inequality and anti racist practice.” 

• “The speech on ‘Leading from the back’. Mr Love was an inspiring illustration of a senior 

leader driving anti racism.” 

• “The workforce presentations, Westminster’s work, Donna Thomas’s presentation and the 

Youth Justice section” 

 

3. Workshops 

Many respondents referenced the workshops and table-top discussions:  

• “The afternoon was a good opportunity to hear from different people and the discussions 

were rich.” 

• “The diversity and richness of ideas and discussions” 

• “The drawing up.of the plan and the commitments” 

 

What did you find least valuable? 

Most respondents stated ‘none/nothing’ to this question.   From those that did comment:  

1. Timing of the day 
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• “Too much packed in” 

• “It could be a two day programme” 

• “Time-keeping” 

 

2. The content 

• “Some of the presentations were pitched too low and going over what we know” 

• “Being lectured on why discrimination is wrong... slightly insulting for this audience.” 

• “ I would have wanted to see the impact that all the work has been on our children of Black 

Majority and ethnic group and staff in the workforce and the progress that has been made 

and how this is going to be reviewed and changed” 

 

3. Catering / Lunch Queue – a number commented that the catering could be improved and 

the queue was too long.  

 

To what extent do you agree that the three thematic elements of workforce, youth justice, and 

early years were the right ones for London Children's Services to be exploring at this summit? 

 Strongly Agree 39 

 Agree 19 

 Disagree 1 

 Strongly Disagree 1 

 

Anything else you would like to feedback or suggest? 

Mostly comments in this area reiterated that the day had been good and thanked the organisers and 

speakers.   Other comments included: 

• “Parents, carers and community would have been a very helpful area to explore” 

• “UASC and leaving care area of work” 

• “I wonder whether the thoughts and plans shared today can be incorporated into broader 

plans and commitments across London.” 

• “Co-production for future events” 

• “As someone who is not a social worker and works in the Youth Justice Service - this 

conference was one of the best I have attended as I have felt others which I have attended 

have a focus on Children’s Social Care. There were many takeaways for me which I shall be 

looking to make changes.” 
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Building a 2023/24 LinC programme – Next Steps 

The following are at various stages of development: 

Workforce 

• Share and embed the Leadership in Colour workforce data dashboard. This shows grade vs 

ethnicity data for each borough’s workforce (social worker), as well as the trajectory over 

time.   Directors are asked for their views on how to use this data in a regional, sub-regional 

and borough context.   This includes how to communicate it to the Children’s workforce.  

  

• Teresa Hills key takeaways for leaders (see appendix 1).  Directors are invited to adopt these 

values regionally and in boroughs. 

 

• Digest the ‘Big Listen’ report, which contains important messages about the experiences of 

the BGM workforce and its association with issues of recruitment and retention.  Closely 

integrate Leadership in Colour with the development of the ALDCS workforce programme.  

 

• Tackling Racial Inequality Programme.   LinC Strategic Leads to meet with Stuart Love and 

colleagues to explore the cross-over with this CELC programme.  Understand the whole 

council work they are undertaking regarding self-assessment, peer challenge and LA charter.  

13 LAs are taking part in pilot.   Establish a co-ordinated strategy across Children’s Services 

and whole council approaches.  

 

• Based on the high value placed by attendees of the BALI programme, ALDCS should consider 

commissioning arrangements for future (London reserved) cohorts.  There should also be 

consideration of the recommissioning of a specialist provider (currently Staff College) to 

support this year’s Leadership in Colour programme.   We will develop a set of proposals for 

ALDCS around this, however indicative steers at this stage are welcome.  

 

Before, around and after Youth Justice 

This was a thematic topic of the Summit due to the thread that can be traced from the 

disproportionality within Youth Justice through the entire child’s journey.  

• LinC Strategic Leads to meet with ALDCS Youth Justice Strategic Lead (Pinaki Ghoshal, also 

Chair of MOPAC Disproportionality Implementation Group) to find the best areas to develop 

complimentary proposals.  Based on Summit workshops these may be around Education 

and Early Help.  

 

• Re-examine progress of sub-regional YOS led disproportionality work, including with Courts, 

educational settings, and other partner relationships.  Ensure the various efforts to tackle 

disproportionality are well co-ordinated.  
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• Promotion and development of the London Accommodation Pathfinder, which offers an 

alternative to custody for (predominately black and mixed-race) boys within the youth 

justice system.   

Wider 

• The development of a LIIA disproportionality dashboard across a range of children's 

outcome measures.   To be broken down by borough.   This piece of work is under way; LIIA 

are consulting on how it would be used and what measures should be included.  

 

• Funding has been agreed for Rees Centre/LIIA research on 'care pathway experience by 

ethnicity'.  This will be relevant to several areas, including the current ALDCS Resources and 

Commissioning priority.   

• Develop links with wider national and regional strategy in anti-racism and disproportionality  

 

• Develop opportunities for peer challenge and learning.   

 

Requests for ALDCS 

ALDCS is invited to:  

• Reflect on any aspect of the LinC Summit 

• Comment on / steer the next steps development 

• Discuss and agree how to utilise and share the Workforce Disproportionality Dataset 

• Respond to the invitation to adopt Teresa Hill’s Takeaways for Leaders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matthew Raleigh 

LIIA programme lead 

04.07.23 
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Appendix 1 – Teresa Hill’s Takeaways for Leaders 
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